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Abstract
Disclosed is an inter-agent cross-blade-server calling method, and the method includes that: a source blade server where an agent initiating a call gets registered and logs in that a call between agents is an inter-agent cross-blade-server call; the source blade server indicates a target blade server to hand over the called agent to the source blade server to host the called agent; and a session between the agent initiating a call and the hosted called agent is generated at the source blade server. Also disclosed is an inter-agent cross-blade-server calling system, where the target blade server is configured to, according to an indication of the source blade server, hand over the called agent to the source blade server to host the called agent and return the
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Claims
1. A source blade server where an agent initiating a call gets registered and logs in, and a called agent is in an inter-agent cross-blade-server call.

2. The source blade server includes a target blade server on the server list, a called agent on the server list, and an inter-agent cross-blade-server session log. The source blade server generates a session log related to the session between the agent initiating a call and the called agent.

3. The source blade server includes a target blade server on the server list, a called agent on the server list, and an inter-agent cross-blade-server session log. The source blade server generates a session log related to the session between the agent initiating a call and the called agent.

4. The source blade server includes a target blade server on the server list, a called agent on the server list, and an inter-agent cross-blade-server session log. The source blade server generates a session log related to the session between the agent initiating a call and the called agent.

5. The source blade server includes a target blade server on the server list, a called agent on the server list, and an inter-agent cross-blade-server session log. The source blade server generates a session log related to the session between the agent initiating a call and the called agent.

6. The source blade server includes a target blade server on the server list, a called agent on the server list, and an inter-agent cross-blade-server session log. The source blade server generates a session log related to the session between the agent initiating a call and the called agent.

7. The source blade server includes a target blade server on the server list, a called agent on the server list, and an inter-agent cross-blade-server session log. The source blade server generates a session log related to the session between the agent initiating a call and the called agent.
related registration and login information to the source blade server. By virtue of the disclosure, a complete inter-agent call can be rapidly and cooperatively performed in the case of cross-blade-servers, thus lowering difficulties in implementing an inter-agent cross-blade-server call.
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101: A source blade server where an agent initiating a call gets registered and logs in detects that a call between agents is an inter-agent cross-blade-server call

102: The source blade server indicates a target blade server to hand over a called agent to the source blade server to host the called agent and return to the source blade server related registration and login information of the called agent at the target blade server

103: A session between the agent initiating the call and the hosted called agent is generated at the source blade server

104: The source blade server requests the target blade server to modify a state of the hosted agent on the target blade server to a hosted state

105: The source blade server initiates SIP signaling to correlate the session to the target blade server which then directs the session to an SIP terminal of the hosted agent

106: After the session ends, hosting of the hosted agent by the source blade server is canceled
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INTER-AGENT CROSS-BLADE-SERVER CALLING METHOD AND SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to cloud calling techniques, and in particular to an inter-agent cross-blade-server calling method and system.

BACKGROUND

A call centre is also referred to as a customer service centre, it is a comprehensive information service system integrated with enterprises, which is based on computer communication integration techniques and makes full use of integration of multiple functions of communication networks and computer networks, and it is also a specialized system for a group of agents or business representatives of a company to process centrally incoming calls and make calls so as to contact customers. The call centre, such as 10000 in the telecommunication industry and 95555 in the financial industry, can provide users with various services, such as call, fax, email and the like, which are mainly used to cope with requirements, complaints, suggestions and enquiries put forward by users to an enterprise.

As the rapid development of cloud computing techniques, a cloud call centre based on cloud computing arises, which has an increasingly wide application ranges, furthermore, typically features of the cloud call centre include its distributed nature, convenience to be expanded and separation of hardware from services, which make it possible for an agent to log in to any blade servers. The so-called blade server is one of many types of servers that include a tower server, a rack server and a blade server, and it refers to a server of which multiple cards can be inserted into a case having a standard height, and it also refers to a server, having high reliability, high density and low cost, designed in particular for special applications and high-density computing environments. As indicated by its name, a blade server resembles a “blade”, and each “blade” is actually one motherboard.

An agent can log in to any blade servers, a call can be initiated on any blade servers, and an inter-agent call is likely to cross over multiple different blade servers. Since memory information of multiple blade servers cannot be shared or used in common, that is to say, when an agent logs in to a blade server and gets registered there, then registration information of the agent will be stored in the blade server, and other blade servers where the agent does not log in or get registered cannot acquire the registration information of the agent, thus making information unable to be shared or used in common.

Existing techniques have a problem that information unification between multiple different blade servers cannot be ensured for an inter-agent call when the inter-agent call is an inter-agent cross-blade-server call since information cannot be shared or used in common between various blade servers, thereby resulting in great difficulties in performing cooperatively a complete call.

SUMMARY

In view of the above, embodiments of the disclosure are intended to provide an inter-agent cross-blade-server calling method and system which can perform rapidly and cooperatively a complete call between agents when the call crosses over blade servers and thus lower difficulties in implementing an inter-agent cross-blade-server call.

To this end, the technical solutions of embodiments of the disclosure are implemented as follows.

An inter-agent cross-blade-server calling method, including:

- a source blade server where an agent initiating a call gets registered and logs in detects that a call between agents is an inter-agent cross-blade-server call;
- the source blade server indicates a target blade server to hand over a called agent to the source blade server to host the called agent and return to the source blade server related registration and login information of the called agent at the target blade server; and
- a session between the agent initiating a call and the hosted called agent is generated at the source blade server.

In an embodiment, the generating at the source blade server a session between the agent initiating a call and the hosted called agent may include: the source blade server requests the target blade server to modify a state of the hosted agent on the target blade server to a hosted state.

In an embodiment, the generating at the source blade server a session between the agent initiating a call and the hosted called agent may further include: the source blade server initiates Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) signaling to correlate the session to the target blade server which then directs the session to an SIP terminal of the hosted agent.

In an embodiment, the detecting that a call between agents is an inter-agent cross-blade-server call may include: after receiving a call request message from the agent initiating a call, the source blade server detects that the call between agents is an inter-agent cross-blade-server call through parsing the call request message and learning that the call request message is a message to be transmitted to the target blade server.

In an embodiment, the returning to the source blade server related registration and login information of the called agent on the target blade server may include: in the meantime of indicating hosting, the source blade server transmits to the target blade server a information acquisition request message requesting acquisition of the related registration and login information of the called agent on the target blade server, and the target blade server returns the related registration and login information to the source blade server.

An inter-agent cross-blade-server calling system, including a source blade server and a target blade server, wherein the source blade server is configured to, as a blade server where an agent initiating a call gets registered and logs in, detect that a call between agents is an inter-agent cross-blade-server call, host a called agent, acquire related registration and login information of the called agent at the target blade server and generate a session between the agent initiating a call and the hosted called agent; and

the target blade server is configured to, according to an indication of the source blade server, hand over the called agent to the source blade server to host the called agent and return the related registration and login information to the source blade server.

In an embodiment, the source blade server may be further configured to request the target blade server to modify a state of the hosted agent on the target blade server to a hosted state.

In an embodiment, the source blade server may be further configured to initiate Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) signaling to correlate the session to the target blade server which then directs the session to an SIP terminal of the hosted agent.
In an embodiment, the source blade server may include an agent hosting control unit configured to, after receiving a call request message from the agent initiating a call, detect that the call between agents is an inter-agent cross-blade-server call through parsing the call request message and learning that the call request message is a message to be transmitted to the target blade server.

In an embodiment, the agent hosting control unit may include a message parsing and processing sub-unit configured to parse the call request message and learn that the call request message is a message to be transmitted to the target blade server.

In embodiments of the disclosure, a source blade server where an agent initiating a call gets registered and logs in detects that a call between agents is an inter-agent cross-blade-server call; the source blade server indicates a target blade server to hand over a called agent to the source blade server to host the called agent and return to the source blade server related registration and login information of the called agent on the target blade server; and a session between the agent initiating a call and the hosted called agent is generated at the source blade server.

By means of embodiments of the disclosure, since information of an agent initiating a call and that of a called agent can be united in a same server through hosting the called agent in a source blade server where the agent initiating the call get registered and logs in, information sharing can be implemented, therefore performing rapidly and cooperatively a complete inter-agent call in the case of cross-blade-servers.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a method embodiment according to the disclosure;
FIG. 2 is a schematic structural diagram of a system embodiment according to the disclosure; and
FIG. 3 is a system architecture on which embodiment 1 is based according to the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In embodiments of the disclosure, information of an agent initiating a call and information of a called agent can be united in a same server through hosting the called agent at a source blade server where the agent initiating the call gets registered and logs in, thus information sharing can be implemented.

Implementation of technical solutions will be further elaborated below with reference to the drawings.

As shown in FIG. 1, an inter-agent cross-blade-server calling method includes the following steps.

Step 101, a source blade server where an agent initiating a call gets registered and logs in detects that a call between agents is an inter-agent cross-blade-server call.

Herein, the source blade server is a blade server of an initiator of a call while the target blade server is a blade server of a recipient of the call.

Step 102, the source blade server indicates a target blade server to hand over a called agent to the source blade server to host the called agent, and return related registration and login information of the called agent in the target blade server to the source blade server. Specifically, the related registration and login information includes a badge number, a telephone number, a type, a registered IP and a port of an agent and other configuration information.

Herein, for the above steps 101 and 102, the detection in step 101 and the indication of hosting and information return in step 102 can both be implemented by an agent hosting control unit in the source blade server, specifically, since agents respectively log in to different blade servers, an agent serving as an initiator of a call request, also referred to as a primary agent, needs to call an agent at another blade server (also referred to as a called agent) by crossing over blade servers, the calling process is the same as that in prior art, which is calling directly an opposite side, i.e., a blade server where the called agent is located; however, since a calling agent and a called agent get registered and log in to different blade servers, a directly calling cannot be implemented, therefore it is desired to unify related registration and login information of the calling agent and that of the called agent at a same server i.e., the source blade server, so that the call can be implemented. To this end, after receiving a call request message from the calling agent, the source blade server, learns that the call request message is to be transmitted to another blade server, i.e., a called agent that gets registered and log in to the target blade server, by parsing the message through the agent hosting control unit in the source blade server, then the source blade server, under the control of the agent hosting control unit, indicates the target blade server to hand over the called agent to the agent hosting control unit in the source blade server to host the called agent. In the meantime of indicating hosting, the source blade server, under the control of the agent hosting control unit, transmits an information acquisition request message to the target blade server, where the called agent was registered and logged in, to request acquisition of the related registration and login information of the called agent.

Step 103, a session between the agent initiating the call and the hosted called agent is generated at the source blade server.

Herein, a generated session is equivalent to a virtual session connection and is not actually dialed, and only related registration and login information of both the agent initiating the call and the called agent, which get registered and log in to different blade servers, is unified at a same blade server, i.e., the source blade server, so that information sharing is implemented. Only after information sharing is implemented, an actual SIP signaling session can be performed through step 105, thus implementing a call between the agent initiating the call and the called agent. That is to say, step 105 is equivalent to an actual session connection. Since the called agent gets an SIP link registered with a target blade server when it gets registered and logs in to the target blade server, though the called agent has been hosted by the source blade server, the target blade server where the called agent actually gets registered and logs in is still desired to be called directly, i.e., after a generation of a session between the agent initiating the call and the hosted called agent, an actual SIP signaling session can only be implemented by initiating SIP signaling to correlate the call to the target blade server through the source blade server.

Step 104, the source blade server requests the target blade server to modify a state of the hosted agent at the target blade server to a hosted state.

Herein, after the state is modified to the hosted state, the called agent cannot process any call request at a target blade server where it logs in, that is to say, all call requests are hosted by the source blade server to process.

Herein, after step 103 or 104, step 105 may also be included, where the source blade server initiates SIP signaling to correlate the session to the target blade server which directs the session to an SIP terminal of the hosted agent.
Herein, that is to say, after a session for the hosted called agent ends, it still needs to cancel a hosting process of the called agent at the source blade server and to modify the state of the called agent at the target blade server to a host canceled state so as to facilitate subsequent inter-agent calls, otherwise, since all information is transferred to the source blade server so as to be hosted during the inter-agent call, an anomaly may occur when other calls are processed. For each call, the source blade server is desired to perform a detection to determine whether the hosting process is needed. In this way, an inter-agent cross-blade-server call can be implemented, the performance of a call is proportional to the quantity and performance of blade servers deployed, thus achieving cloud call capabilities that have nothing to do with hardware and are easy to be expanded.

It should be noted that, by analogy, in the case that a conference or monitoring is formed between multiple agents crossing over multiple blade servers, if multiple agents are all hosted by a source blade server that initiates a call request, the call seems to be performed at one blade server. For example, when a conference forms by sessions between multiple agents, an organizer of the conference initiates a call request to add, one by one, participants into the current conference, then a source blade server is a blade server where the organizer of the conference gets registered and logs in.

As shown in FIG. 2, an inter-agent cross-blade-server calling system includes a source blade server and a target blade server. It should be noted that there are blade servers in FIG. 2 may be a source blade server or a target blade server, the embodiment does not take into account specific call conditions and shows a system architecture diagram only, and if a blade server serves as an initiator of a call request, the blade server is a source blade server, accordingly, a recipient of the call request is a target blade server. Since any blade server may serve as a source blade server, each blade server in FIG. 2 includes an agent hosting control unit in which a message parsing and processing sub-unit is further included.

Specifically, the source blade server is configured to, as a blade server where an agent initiating a call gets registered and logs in, detect that a call between agents is an inter-agent cross-blade-server call, host a called agent, acquire related registration and login information of the called agent at the target blade server and generate a session between the agent initiating a call and the called agent; and the target blade server is configured to, according to an indication of the source blade server, hand over the called agent to the target blade server to host the called agent, and return the related registration and login information to the source blade server.

Herein the source blade server is further configured to request the target blade server to modify a state of the hosted agent at the target blade server to a hosted state.

Herein the source blade server is further configured to initiate Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) signaling to correlate the session to the target blade server which directs the session to an SIP terminal of the hosted agent.

Herein the source blade server includes an agent hosting control unit configured to, after receiving a call request message from the agent initiating a call, detect that the call between agents is an inter-agent cross-blade-server call through parsing the call request message and learning that the call request message is a message to be transmitted to the target blade server.

Herein the agent hosting control unit may include a message parsing and processing sub-unit configured to parse the call request message and learn that the call request message is a message to be transmitted to the target blade server. The message parsing and processing sub-unit can be divided into two independent modules, i.e., a message parsing sub-unit and a message processing sub-unit.

Embodiment 1: the embodiment is based on a system architecture as shown in FIG. 3, there are two blade servers, and two agents get registered and log in to different blade servers respectively, a call between agents is an inter-agent cross-blade-server call. The implementation process of a specific inter-agent cross-blade-server call according to the embodiment includes the following:

- Firstly, agent 1 gets registered and logs in to blade server 1 while agent 2 gets registered and logs in to blade server 2, the agent 1 initiates a call request to call the agent 2. It should be noted herein that all call requests can arrive at objects requested to be called only if the call requests are switched by a blade server,

- since the two agents are not at a same blade server, a session message cannot be formed between both of them, therefore, after receiving a call request message initiated by the agent 1 that logs in to the blade server 1, the blade server 1, serving as a server of a call initiator, needs to indicate the blade server 2 to temporarily hand over the agent 2 to the blade server 1 to host the agent 2, and transfer, through a message, related registration and login information of the agent 2 to an agent hosting control unit of the blade server 1. Thus the blade server 1, serving as a server of a call initiator, implements information unification within the server, with related registration and login information of the agent 1 and the agent 2 stored therein, such as agent state information;

- secondly, after the agent 2 is hosted by the blade server 1, the hosted called agent 2 will appear at the blade server 1, in this way, a call session can be generated between the agent 1 and the hosted agent 2, in the meantime, an operation of calling the hosted agent 2 by the agent 1 is initiated at the blade server 1, but since an SIP link of the agent 2 is registered with the blade server 2, it is desired to initiate SIP signaling through the blade server 1 to correlate the call to the blade server 2, then call services at the blade server 2 will receive a new call which will be directed to an SIP terminal of the agent 2.

To sum up, without affecting call functionality and process of an existing call system, embodiments of the disclosure add a cross-blade-server cloud call control system to an existing call centre according to existing cloud call techniques, and the cross-blade-server cloud call control system includes actually multiple blade servers in which an agent hosting control unit is arranged, this problems existing in an inter-agent cross-blade-server call according to the prior art can be solved through hosting of a called agent implemented at a blade server of an initiator of a call request. By means of embodiments of the disclosure, a problem, i.e., how to implement a call in the case that multiple agents logging in to different blade servers have a cross-blade-server session with each other during a call using cloud call techniques, can be well solved, that is to say, any cross-blade-server call can be implemented, an agent can get registered with any blade server, but a call between multiple agents is not affected by the cross-blade-server call, thus implementing perfectly any inter-agent cross-blade-server call and making the call cloud-enabled. The call has nothing to do with hardware, therefore it is not affected by software even though a blade server is anomaly only if call-related information is trans-
ferred to other blade servers which are normal, therefore the all is not affected even though a blade server is anomaly. Expansibility of software is improved such that the theoretical upper limit of Call Attempts Per Second (CAPS) tends to be infinite, and performance of a call is also improved.

What described are merely preferable embodiments of the disclosure, and are not intended to limit the disclosure.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

In embodiments of the disclosure, information of an agent initiating a call and that of a called agent can be united in a same server through hosting the called agent at a source blade server where the agent initiating the call get registered and logs in, thus information sharing can be implemented. Therefore, By virtue of the disclosure, a complete inter-agent call can be rapidly and cooperatively performed in the case of cross-blade-servers.

What is claimed is:

1. An inter-agent cross-blade-server calling method, comprising:
    receiving, by a source blade server, to which an agent initiating a call gets registered or logs in to, a call request message from an agent initiating a call;
    parsing, by the source blade server, the call request message to determine that the call request message is a message to be transmitted to a target blade server, which a called agent gets registered or log in to;
    wherein the target blade server and the source blade server are different blade servers;
    transmitting, by the source blade server, an information acquisition request message to the target blade server to request acquisition of a related registration and login information of the called agent at the target blade server;
    receiving, by the source blade server, from the target blade server, the related registration and login information according to the information acquisition request message;
    saving, by the source blade server, the related registration and login information of the called agent; and
    generating, by the source blade server, a session at the source blade server between the agent initiating a call and the called agent according to the related registration and login information of both the called agent and the agent initiating the call.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the generating at the source blade server a session between the agent initiating a call and the called agent comprises: requesting, by the source blade server, the target blade server to modify a state of the called agent at the target blade server to a hosted state.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the generating at the source blade server a session between the agent initiating a call and the called agent further comprises: initiating, by the source blade server, Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) signaling to correlate the session to the target blade server which then directs the session to an SIP terminal of the called agent.

4. An inter-agent cross-blade-server calling system, comprising: a plurality of blade servers: an agent initiating a call gets registered or logs in to a source blade server; a called agent gets registered or logs in to a target blade server, wherein the target blade server and the source blade server are different blade servers, and wherein the source blade server, is configured to,
    receive a call request message from an agent initiating a call; parse the call request message to determine that the call request message is a message to be transmitted to the target blade server;
    transmit an information acquisition request message to the target blade server to request acquisition of a related registration and login information of the called agent at the target blade server;
    receive, from the target blade server, the related registration and login information according to the information acquisition request message;
    save, by the source blade server, the related registration and login information of the called agent; and
    generate a session, at the source blade server, between the agent initiating a call and the called agent according to the related registration and login information of both the called agent and the agent initiating the call.

5. The system according to claim 4, wherein the source blade server is further configured to request the target blade server to modify a state of the called agent at the target blade server to a hosted state.

6. The system according to claim 4, wherein the source blade server is further configured to initiate Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) signaling to correlate the session to the target blade server which then directs the session to an SIP terminal of the called agent.

* * * * *